Leaflet on filling up yellow sacks and yellow
bins for plastics in the administrative district
of Calw
The following items, for example, may be placed in the yellow sack/yellow
bin for plastics:
Sales packaging made of plastics, composite materials and metals. The packaging
needs to be empty and only roughly cleaned, without using water (e.g. yoghurt pots
should simply be scraped out and left to dry).









Plastic packaging (e.g. yoghurt pots)
Drinks cartons (e.g. for milk and fruit juices)
Packaging where the reverse is made of paperboard and the front of plastic
Spray cans (empty, e.g. for hair spray)
Food cans and drinks cans
Twist-action closures (e.g. jam jar lids)
Polystyrene packaging
Foil, plastic bags

The following items should NOT be placed in the yellow sack/yellow bin for
plastics:












Everyday items made of plastic, such as toys or plastic dishes (residual waste)
Nappies (residual waste)
Heavily contaminated or half-full packaging (residual waste)
Construction polystyrene (residual waste)
Waste paper (recycling bin)
Glass (recycling bin)
Floppy disks (residual waste)
Disposable syringes (residual waste)
Sanitary towels (residual waste)
Clothes (old clothes collection)
Paints, acids, leaches (hazardous waste collection)

Residual waste does not belong in the yellow sack for plastics!
Please note:
The refuse collection dates for the yellow sack/yellow bin for plastics are given in
the waste calendar issued by the waste management company. Any yellow sacks for
plastics that are not filled correctly will not be picked up. They may only be handed
over as residual waste at the recycling centres for a fee. Correctly filled yellow sacks
for plastics may be handed in at the recycling centres free of charge by customers
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who are registered as being resident in the administrative district of Calw. If you
have any questions concerning the correct filling of sacks and bins, you wish to
order bins or you have any complaints about bins not being emptied or sacks left
behind, please direct them to REMONDIS, Tel. +49(0)800 12 23 255.
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